X-System: summary of scientific evidence
phase I) early anecdotal evidence: Early informal testing convinced the development
team that X-System could predict autonomic responses to music in terms of arousal and
counterarousal. These were measured by comparing predictions with changes in heart
rate of listeners (figure 1). Numerous informal tests showed that X-System could stream
tracks to change the neurophysiological state of individual listeners step-by-step, track-bytrack (figure 2)
Phase ii) early experiments: These included a collaboration with University of Edinburgh
Department of Clinical Psychology demonstrating that X-System playlists successfully
induced stress and then reduced indicators of stress in two patients (figure 3). In another
experiment it was demonstrated that X-System gave a better prediction of the mean of the
outcome of the subjective predictions of arousal and counterarousal for a given set of
musical tracks than any single expert, 5 experts in total (figure 4).
Phase iii) larger scale experiments: A study of autonomic responses of 60 subjects
listening to 31 played at random showed there was significant, positive cross-correlation
between HR mean z-scores and X-System arousal prediction z-scores for data recorded
moment by moment for 50% of the time (figure 5). A further study with 60 participants and
47 tracks showed that X-System may predict neurophysiological response more accurately
than subjective categorisation (figure 6). Another large-scale experiment, also with 60
subjects, tested X-System’s relaxation and enlivenment entrainment lists and
demonstrated that X-System’s Relaxation playlists significantly reduce heart rate. This
finding emerged across numerous statistical tests, and the effect is significantly greater for
participants who heard the Relaxation playlist than those who heard no music (figure 7).
There is some statistically significant evidence that the Enlivenment playlists increase
heart rate, or serve to ‘maintain’ and stabilise HR in comparison with the control
participants (figure 7)
Phase iv) targeted studies: in a study based in India of 22 subjects listening to Sanskrit
chant X-System could predicted mean heart rate of all listeners with 99% accuracy; this
finding also demonstrated that X-System could predict autonomic response among Indian
listeners to Indian music as well as, if not better than, Western listeners to Western music
(figure 8). There were also indications that X-System had predicted self-reported mood
with high accuracy. Finally a study into heart rate variability (as an indicator of mood/
valence) conducted in collaboration with Northumbria University showed that X-System
predicted the ranking subjective arousal scores with 100% accuracy. In the cases of both
arousal and valence, X-System predictions and subjective rankings correlated with HR and
HRV rankings for three out of four songs. In the cases that deviated there appeared to be
possible bases for prediction in X-System analyses related to relevant “features”, or
models of musical brain function (figure
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Brown = mean heart rate for tracks predicted by
X-System to be arousing
Purple = mean heart rate for tracks predicted by
X-System to be relaxing
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Light blue = mean heart rate for tracks predicted
by subjective categorisers to be arousing
Dark blue = mean heart rate for tracks predicted
by subjective categorisers to be relaxing

